Here we are once again
You’ve got money in the bank
And yet once again
You are trying to yank
You want to yank the Trust
As well as ELD aides
You want to yank health benefits
As you purposefully ignore other ways
You also want to yank
Class size reduction
All of your yanking
Shows a major malfunction
You still seem to think
That the only way to save
Is to take from children and teachers
A deplorable way to behave
It shows a lack of creativity
It shows you cannot think outside of your box
It shows you only really care about
Growing your own private Fort Knox
You have the means at your disposable
To keep every program and promise in place
And since you do, well, not doing so
Shows a serious lack of grace
To take away aides
From the children that need them
And then raising class sizes
Can only condemn them

To less of an education
Too less help than they deserve
To less exposure to art
Which truly does serve
To expand their little horizons
As well as their young awareness
To build their prior knowledge
To gain adequate progress
To truly become
All that they can be
Prepared for college
To get that degree
You lessen their chances
As you take away
All of these things
From our school day
To the children and teachers
This amounts to punishment
Not to mention the aides
Who now can’t afford rent
You’ve offered a huge pay cut
In the form of a benefit retrogression
And you won’t make the tough, but right decisions
To lead us out of this recession

As you ignore sage advice to consolidate schools
And expect children and teachers to bear the cost
You ignore stake holders input you’ve been mandated to include
The LCAP budget and goals, you have simply tossed
How do we move forward
When you want to regress
As you make children and teachers
Responsible for cleaning up your misguided monetary mess
You’ve thrown down a package
That would make Draco proud
Does this severely cruel and unusual offer
Come with a burial shroud
Because you’ve murdered any trust
And slaughtered good will, too
By still practicing that evil
Hoodoo voodoo that you do
What in the Wide World of Sports are you thinking
Treating children, parents, and teachers this way
It is not the way you would treat yourselves
And that seriously rubs us all the wrong way

